
Inflatable lounger SPOKEY-AIR BED PILLOW BIG Self - 213x62x6 Blue

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
213/62 cm 772054 5905339410610 3+

Suggested retail price: 54.99 € s DPH

Description

Spokey inflatable mattress. The ultra-light and compact mattress is a practical companion on a trip. When folded, it
is several times smaller and lighter than a regular mat or other inflatable mats, which allows you to save a lot of
space in your backpack. It can easily fit into any backpack or bag. It has a special pillow for maximum resting
comfort with support for the head and neck. An inflatable mattress for a tent is the best choice for those who rely
on comfortable rest, low weight and small dimensions after folding. A mattress for sleeping with a mattress is an
irreplaceable part of the equipment for weekend trips and outdoor adventures.

The inflatable bed provides excellent insulation from the ground and optimal support for the whole body. The blue
mattress uses a large number of built-in air chambers, thanks to which your body perfectly adapts to the surface
during sleep. Its thickness (6 cm) ensures excellent insulation to the ground. It will prove itself great during
camping, but also in a beach tent. The Spokey mattress is made of waterproof and mechanically very resistant
nylon reinforced with a TPU layer. Thanks to its large dimensions, it enables comfortable regeneration even for very
tall travelers.

Product details:

air mattress
will enable excellent thermal insulation and high sleeping comfort
with a special pillow for maximum resting comfort with support for the head and neck
light material
uses air chambers, thanks to which the body adapts to the surface of the mattress
very compact, fits in any backpack or bag
waterproof material
enables comfortable regeneration even for very tall travelers
dimensions: 213 x 62 x 6 cm
dimensions after folding: 25 x 8 x 8 cm
packed in a box
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